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INTEGRATED 
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SOLUTION 
How sportsbooks are meant to be managed

https://www.betradar.com/
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Give your trading team a secret weapon: MTS 

Integrated Trading Solution (ITS). 

It’s flexible enough to fit perfectly around your 

business. And its trading tools, AI trading algorithms 

and machine-learning processes let you automate 

the most labour-intensive tasks. So even the smallest 

teams will be able to punch well above their weight 

– managing huge operations efficiently.

Join more than 150 operators using it to:

Boost operational efficiency. Cut fixed costs. Future-proof your business.

Integrated Trading Solution













Boost margins and profits

Cut operational costs and investments

Make trading more flexible and efficient 

Stand out from the competition

Improve the experience for betting customers

Keep operational and business risks at bay 

Manage your entire sportsbook in-house. Or hand 

it over to us. (Or choose a bit of both.) 

Think of ITS as a safety net, letting you scale up 

and down as and when you need to. If you want to 

personally fine-tune player profiles or manage the 

entire trading process, that’s your call. 

You’re in control

MTS KPIs for 2022

CCF updates 
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45+
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87+ 
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5+
billion

2+
million

100%

You get trading technology and industry 

expertise that means you’ll stand out from the 

competition. Plus your own ITS manager to help 

you get the most from your tech, and spot any 

problems before they gather pace. 

Complete flexibility Better security

Better trading A close partnership

 ➔ Adapts along with your business

 ➔ You’re always in control 

 ➔ No platform constraints

 ➔ Significantly lower BI and IT dev costs

 ➔ Get precise player profiles, tournament and 

event ratings, and protection from match fixing

 ➔ Optimised fixed cost structures

 ➔ Boost your ROI on specific operations

 ➔ Stops capacity and capability problems

 ➔ Automated processes and AI built in

 ➔ Use the latest trading tools

 ➔ Get help from our MTS trading specialists

 ➔ Leading trading technology that does it all

 ➔ Work closely with your own ITS Managers 

 ➔ Be involved in MTS' development roadmap

Request a demo

https://mts.betradar.com/contact-us/
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AI-driven technology that makes your 
trading more efficient and effective

Higher margins. Lower ticket rejections. 
Better risk management. Happier 
customers. Just a few of the upshots 
you’ll see with ITS. The technology built 
into it is, and has always been, superior 
to anything else on the market. You’ll 

Proprietary Trading Algorithms

Offer bespoke pricing with our new 

Alpha Odds service

Create personalized betting journeys 

with content tailored to your customer base

Improve your risk management with 

automated player profiling and Event  

Rating models

Run dynamic trading strategies based 

on your real-time liability and other market 

factors









Advanced risk management through AI-

driven analysis processes and more reliable 

event predictions

Fast and efficient ticket handling from 

one place, with graphs that help you follow 

your incoming tickets

Improved player profiling, using the MTS 

database, which means you get the most 

reliable Customer Confidence Factor (CCF)

Streamlined operations through 

automation of labour-intensive tasks 

utilising Machine Learning capacities

MTS Console









make the most of our advanced 
liquidity trading algorithms, machine-
learning processes and odds calculation 
models. With no platform constraints. 
Plus you’ll boost your coverage and be 
able to profile players in minute detail.  

Simultaneously manage multiple matches 

in one interface

Run fully automated trading by 

switching it to Betradar’s in-house trading

Get complete flexibility in your trading 

operations, detached from Betradar’s live 

coverage and odds

Quickly and efficiently configure events 

and matches with templates

Ctrl BetPal







Easy and fast setup of odds and 

dynamic configuration options down to 

single-event level

Real-time updates through lightning-fast 

odd extraction techniques – ideal for quick 

comparison and alerting

Comprehensive Market Monitoring and 

Match Up features such as alert scores and 

odds indications 

Capability to create and publish your  

own events and odds
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Alpha Odds

Increase your profits with personalized pricing

Say goodbye to market-neutral prices. With our AI-

driven Alpha Odds you get enhanced and bespoke 

odds for both, pre-match and live bets. All based on 

relevant  factors, such as your own real-time liquidity, 

and up-to-the-minute market and event information. 

That means Alpha Odds gives you sharper price 

positioning compared to the wider industry. So 

you’ll increase your turnover while maintaining – or 

even improving – profit margins. And you can run 

dynamic and flexible trading strategies that are 

perfectly aligned with your business objectives and 

regional conditions.

Achieve sharper pricing while  

maintaining your margins

Offer most accurate odds, based on  

AI technology

Run your own dynamic trading strategies

Always be first to market with your  

own odds

Reduce risks with an automatically 

balanced sportsbook

The benefits
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ALPHA ODDS is 
available within 

MTS or InsighTech 
Services

Accuracy, speed and scale, only with AI

Alpha Odds is powered by our industry-leading 

AI and machine-learning technology. So, you get 

accuracy, scale, depth and speed that you hardly 

find anywhere else. 

Your prices are created with the help of unique 

models, factoring in relevant inputs such as your 

individual real-time liability for an event, ultra-

accurate event probability predictions and your 

customers’ betting behaviour.

Simple integration, keeping you in in control

Alpha Odds has a simple API integration. So it 

won’t affect your IT infrastructure or trading teams. 

You also get access to a unique range of other 

expert trading, risk management and marketing 

tools, all driven by cutting-edge AI. 







Easy to integrate: Delivered by an API 

feed, you have full control over how you 

integrate the feed into your ecosystem.

Flexibility built in: Activate or deactivate 

any model, whenever you want. And you 

automatically get new models when we 

release them.

Controlled application: You choose how 

you want to use the models with your 

proprietary tools, in-house technology or 

trading teams.

Alpha 
Odds

OPERATOR'S 
LIABILITY

BETTOR'S 
BEHAVIOUR

EVENT 
DATA

TRADING 
STRATEGY

PREDICTED
TURNOVER

PREDICTED
LIABILITY 
CHANGE

PREDICTED
EVENT 

PROBABILITIES

MARKET 
INFORMATION

Find out more

https://sportradar.com/
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Integrated Trading means your traders work in their 

own version of our in-house team’s applications, 

like the bookmaker platform Ctrl or the MTS 

console. So, you have the same advanced analysis 

processes, reliable situation ratings and global 

market insights – but your own freedom too. 

It means you’ll make the most of the entire 

spectrum of MTS’ features, while differentiating 

from the market however you like. 

You also get risk monitoring tools to help your 

traders closely monitor player behaviour. And your 

own ITS Manager to turn to for help.  

Configure your customer 

profiles at an account and 

sports-based level (pre-

match and in-play) to give 

them the best possible 

betting experience. For 

example, with max. stake, 

re-offer and live time 

delay.

VIP Player Management Margin Maximisation Business ProtectionAutomated Profiling

Stay protected against 

betting fraud and the 

losses that come with 

it. Our world-leading 

Integrity Services’ Fraud 

Detection System (FDS) 

hunts down betting-

related manipulation in 

sports. And it’s built into 

your package.  

Our AI-derived and 

trader-proved algorithms 

profile each punter and 

give them a Customer 

Confidence Factor 

(CCF) that is constantly 

reviewed. So the CCF is 

always a true reflection of 

each punter’s status. It’s 

all automatic, but you can 

manually change the CCF 

if you want to.  

Offer the most reliable 

odds, reflecting both the 

current market and your 

business situation. That’s 

thanks to our machine 

learning algorithms, 

which we’ve used to 

create a range of different 

odds and rating models 

(like our CCF Model, 

Information Driven Odds 

Model or Liability Driven 

Odds Model). 

Control the pricing of selected events for 

risk management or market purposes

Create bespoke live and pre-match events

Create new bespoke pre-match markets

Activate full and deep market coverage 

where it isn’t offered

Customise your algorithms or implement 

your own models

Operate all real-time algorithms on your 

platform, for your own bespoke content

Interact with player profiling processes and 

tournaments, or events rating settings

Follow the MTS risk manager’s actions in 

real time.

What’s Integrated Trading? Leave nothing to chance. Maximise your turnover and improve your business security 
by letting us manage your sportsbook liabilities. We’ll tailor our risk management to 
you – evolving in line with your business.

An approach that’s unique  
in our industry

Unrivalled Risk Management

With a flexible real-time process,  

your trading team can:















   



Talk to us

https://mts.betradar.com/contact-us/
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MTS is more than just trading and 
risk management. Combined with 
other Sportradar services like ad:s 
and live streaming, it improves your 
performance and drives the right kind 
of customers to your sportsbook. 

Get unrivalled marketing success with ad:s 

Brand awareness. Customer acquisition. Retention 

marketing. With ad:s, you’ll improve all three.  

Here are just a few of the products and services 

you’ll get with it:

Unleash the full potential in  
your business 



For more information, and to see how you can supercharge your marketing, go to sportradar.com/ads For more information, and to learn how you can engage even more with your customers, go to sportradar.com/audiovisual 

Programmatic Display: Deliver the right 

message to the right audience at the right 

time, and acquire valuable customers with 

40% cheaper CPAs on average.









Get more from streaming 

Our award-winning Live Channel product family gives 

you the largest, most diverse live video streaming 

portfolio in betting. Plus accurate information, betting 

engagement and match visualisation. 

You’ll find streams for over 400,000 live sporting 

events a year, including the German Bundesliga, Copa 

del Rey, CONMEBOL Libertadores, AFC Champions 

League and Asian Cup. Furthermore, ITF Tennis 

tournaments, NBA, MLB, NHL and many of the top 

events and leagues from 17 different sports.

So no matter when your customers visit, they'll 

always get a variety of great streams to choose from. 

And since customers tend to hop from one live stream 

to another, you’ll gain extra fans for your whole 

portfolio. 

It’s a real game-changer.  

Live Channel Online and Retail: Put 

streams directly into your sportsbook or 

shops. So your customers get an immediate 

incentive to bet more, stay longer and 

come back again and again. And you get to 

make the most of the number one revenue 

generator in the industry: in-play betting.

Live Channel Promotion: Use near-live 

highlight clips from your video streams  

as a promotional tool to increase mobile 

betting revenue.

emBET: Use our latest product to connect 

your live betting offer with video streams 

outside your sportsbook.

What you´ll get







Mobile streaming, 
Retail streaming  
and much more.

Additional  
services

Programmatic Video: Boost your brand 

awareness and consideration, making 

acquisition easier, with the power of  

targeted video.

Prediction and Retention Services:  

Keep your hard-won customers engaged 

with your brand, thanks to our AI-driven 

prediction models that are over 85% 

accurate.

Bet & Game Personalisation: Maximise 

customer lifetime value with our unique 

models, removing the guesswork from 

personalisation and recommending the 

most relevant bets and games.

Paid Social: Grab customers’ attention with 

the only complete paid social solution built 

exclusively for betting and gaming.

Video content keeps sports fans coming back for more

Hold customers’ 
attention so their 
visits get longer

Raise your 
sportsbook revenues

Attract new 
customers

See more loyalty from 
existing customers

+ =+
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Follow Sportradar on social media

© 2023 Sportradar AG

Betradar is a brand of Sportradar.

www.betradar.com

Ready to talk? Contact us on 

sales@betradar.com or go to 

mts.betradar.com for more 

information. 

https://www.facebook.com/sportradarofficial/
https://twitter.com/Sportradar
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sportradar/
https://www.youtube.com/user/BetradarOfficial
https://www.betradar.com/
https://mts.betradar.com/
https://www.betradar.com/

